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M2Desk
Congratulations on the purchase of your M2Desk!
M2Desk is a multimedia student table where the computer is fully ergonomically justified integrated into the
table surface. With this solution each student can now have access at any time to a personal computer that is
integrated into their workplace. More information is available at www.m2desk.com
The use of ICT can provide a huge boost to improve the quality of education. To this end it’s essential that ICT
integrates into the educational process. Several studies show that use of ICT applications have a positive effect
on learning achievements. However, the positive effects occur only when enough teachers and lecturers are
equipped sufficiently, the support of the school organization, the technical facilities and the ICT-shape matches
the vision of education.
This manual describes how to use M2Desk properly and safely. We hope you enjoy M2Desk and may it bring
you a lot of success and learning efforts!
Yours sincerely,

Team M2Desk
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M2Desk
Display
1. Headset (head phone and microphone)
2. Webcam
3. On / Off switch
4. HR Touchscreen (optional)
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Control elements
5. Keyboard
6. Digipen for tablet (10) and for using HR Touchscreen
7. Storage bag for M2Desk keyboard and digipen
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8. Unlock display to open
9. M2Desk Battery with on both sides a whole to remove the battery.
10. Tablet (integrated under table surface)
Control with digipen (6)
11. Pressure points to close the display into the table
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Digipen
12. Left mouse button
13. Right mouse button
14. Pen point (are registered by tablet (10), mouse movements and
mouse click) and controlling HR Touchscreen
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M2Desk Charger
15. M2Desk battery charger
16. M2Desk battery
17. M2Desk battery opening
18. Control panel
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M2Desk

Placing battery
The batteries have to be placed one by one with the connectors into the
battery charger.
After placing the batteries, the battery charger will recognize and read out
the battery. After reading out the battery the existing value will be
mentioned and the battery will be charged when necessary.

Front of M2Desk charger
On the front panel of the battery charger you can see the indicators which
will inform the user about the status of the battery during the loading
process.
Position 1 is at the rear of the loader and position 6 at the front.

Meaning flashing pattern of battery indicator
After placing the battery, the indicator will light up briefly. Then the indicator will blink several times. Every flash
represents 10% charge. If the indicator is flashing 3 times, it means that 30 to 39% residual charge is in the
battery.
Hereafter, the loader may load (indicator lights constantly). If the battery is below 10% charge, it will
immediately start charging.
Battery loading
Battery charged
High tempature
Battery defect

M2Desk battery
In the M2Desk and the M2Desk charger, only M2Desk batteries may be
used.The batteries are always placed with the side of the connector into
the battery charger. When placing the battery into the M2Desk, this
connector will be on the left side of the M2Desk
(seen from users perspective).
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M2Desk
Operating en ergonomics
Unlock M2Desk display
By sliding the handles (8) backwards, the display comes up a few
centimeters from its environment. You can now grab the edge of
the display and put it up in the desired position that fits to the work.

Position display
M2Desk meets all conditions and guidelines which apply for
display working.
These guidelines are mandatory when working 2 hours or longer
continuously behind a display.
It’s however important to note, that you should also ensure a
correct posture when working shorter periods.

Display working:
• Display viewing distance 50 to 70 cm
• Eye height compared to the top of the display 0 to 10 cm
• Angle of display is 70 to 80˚
• Keyboard 10 to 15 cm out of table front

Display working

Display reading:
• Reading distance 30 to 40 cm
• Angle of display is 45 to 60˚
Display reading

Display writing:
• Writing surface, the display has an angle of 10 to 15˚

Display writing
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M2Desk
Other possible positions of the display

Display key position:
• Display in utmost position before dummy top disappears,
• Keyboard is placed against display
In this position of the display, it’s difficult for others to see or read
the screen.
This mode is specially for making tests. But it does not fulfill the health and safety guidelines for display work and therefore
it may not be used for working longer than 2 hours continuously.

Display flattened In table top:
• If the computer is used supportively and occasionally, this
mode can be used. The table surface is fully usable and the
user has a clear view.
• This position can also be used to write on the screen. More
Ideal for this application and for technically sound working conditions is to put it into the display writing
angle (10 to 15˚).
This mode is specially for making tests. But it does not fulfill the health and safety guidelines for display work and therefore
it may not be used for working longer than 2 hours continuously.

Closing display
Move the display to the top of the table surface.

When the display is almost closed, push the display at the shown
pressure points into the table top. The display will lock itself.

Remove battery
Use the battery holes to remove the battery from the M2Desk.
You need to pull on both sides simultaneously to remove the
battery.

The battery can also be lifted on one side but this is not the correct
way. At this way the battery and/or connection units may damage.
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